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About This Game

Good afternoon, Ladies and Gentlemen!

Today we will be exploring the mind of a young roboticist named Nash!
Let's hope we find something entertaining!

NashBored is an RPG taking place in a world of strange, twisted thoughts and demented nightmares.
Follow Nash as she is sent on a perilous journey across the valleys and hills of her own brain!

Are these just simple dreams, or is something darker at play here?

Lead Nash closer to discovering something terrible!

Features

A classic style turn-based RPG.

Awesome Experimental Soundtrack

Discover the truth of what's on Nash's mind

Multiple endings to find
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Traverse bizarre landscapes

Strange Slime Monstrosities to keep you on your toes
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Very good story, nice writing and scenes ;). Cute little "Demo". I guess for now, my only complaint would be not having control
of the Camera angle at all times. Makes for clunky movement when you're limited to WSAD in many areas. Haven't ran into
any bugs or glitches so far.
Definately worth taking for a spin since it's FTP.. Out of all the VR experiences I've had, this is by far the most engaging and
polished.
I love the humor and artistry in this little game. It's just fantastic. I almost passed it by because it was free!

I would absolutely pay handsomely for a full-length feature with these game mechanics. Everything just felt "right".. I love this
mod.. In fact everything about it. Keeps you busy thats for sure. My only complaint is there is no poultry nor fat and maybe 1 or
2 other things. But why all the negitive reviews? It loads an it does work! If you load it up an wait 10 mins it will work :D We on
my friends server have a blast!! Buttttt please fix the poultry an fat. .. :D 9\/10. Oh dear. Well this could have gone better.
Dont waste your money, all that happens is you place a few things down, go and have a sandwich and boom! You've won.
Honestly, save up for something better. Best game by Sierra and still kicks after almost 20 years..
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TL;DR + Positive = Neutral - Negative
+If you make the mistake of buying this game, you're only out a dollar. Of course, you could've spent that dollar on some kid's
candy fundraiser or something instead.
=Graphics are meh, not offensive but generally drab and uninteresting.
-Some of the secrets require the player to perform awkward, highly precise movements to get to
-Combat and enemy placement are infuriating.
-Music loops on itself, is generic, persists from level to level without changing, and eventually I shut it off to listen to other
music instead (LoFi hip hop)

3/10 Not the absolute worst I've ever played but not a game I'd ever install on my computer again after I 100% it.

For the consumer:
It's very rare that I leave a comment or review on a game; I really have to feel something in order to care enough to really make
comment on what I feel about the game in question, whether be it negative or positive. Guess where this one falls. I feel like I
wasted the money I spent on this game, even considering the low price point.

This is your standard "Baby's First Video Game" Unity trite. The entire presentation screams mediocrity. The graphics are bland
and unoriginal, using drab greens, blues, and (predominantly) gray for the environment, but decent enough that it doesn't offend
the eyes. Your character has a red baseball cap and pops against the backdrop, so that's a plus. Unfortunately, the actual real
estate in most levels is so broken that it becomes this unplayable struggle to grapple with the controls and mechanics of the
game.

Jumping in general feels nice, though the addition of a short-hop double jump could have alleviated some of the platforming
headaches I experienced during play; sometimes I failed jumps I thought I could make because of the slightly higher-than-it-
should-be gravity. Rolling was a decent method of getting around and avoiding obstacles, but it was rarely ever paired with the
base platforming, unless it was used in order to obtain secrets. In fact, it's the secrets that really made this game frustrating and
explified flaws with the platforming mechanics. While I enjoyed finding many of the secrets on my own, some of the jumps
required to make it to these secrets require almost pixel perfect timing, and in these instances the unsatisfying nature of the
controls can make these jumps more about luck than a test of the player's abilities. I'm specifically referring to that one dumbass
hat in Level H that requires you to literally spam jump+left on a ledge that you wouldn't ordinarily expect to be able to/want to
climb up. It's these kinds of puzzles that make me feel like your average seven year old designed this puzzle to be a ball-buster
so that he could stick his nose up and sneer at you while you struggled fruitlessly to complete the challenge; it makes me think
that very little playtesting was done to make sure that the secrets were at the very least obtainable through normal play. To
reiterate, if the player were given a small double jump, sections such as these would've been much less infuriating.

The other major design flaw I have with the level design is enemy placement and types: many of them are placed in such a way
where there are a lot in a small area, or in obnoxious locations where being hit is inevitable. This wouldn't be an issue if the PC
had a melee weapon, or the ability to aim his bow vertically rather than horizontally. However, in its current state, the bow feel
unresponsive and the delay between the input and shot is intolerable. Shooting mid-jump is a nigh impossible feat, and even if
you manage to pull it off, enemies take around three hits of damage before they fall. If you want to hit them head on, they'll
attempt to charge you at breakneck speeds on small platforms that they won't fall off of unless knocked off. The bats are able to
go any which way through ♥♥♥♥ing walls, and it's left to you to find the precise moment that you can hit them. The amount of
time I died to this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t was insane. Oh, and I did I mention that both of your defensive options disappear when you
enter a body of water? Yep, you are unable to shoot or dodge roll underwater, meaning that whatever stupid bullcrap you run
into, bats or normal enemies, cannot be avoided.

Buy this game if you're starving for a 2D platformer (which, if you are, I recommend Bleed, Dust AET, Hollow Knight, Mega
Man, You Have to Win the Game (which is free), or pretty much anything else) or if you want some easy achievement fodder to
pad out your achievement number and perfect game count. Otherwise, take your dollar elsewhere.. I was a sperm cell lul..
downloaded it. Didn't work. Had to download another thing for it to work. It works. No sound.
0/10 this is greatest game of all time.. If you do buy this game, it would only be to see a dumpster fire as a game. I thought it
would be cool to run around and do cat things. I was wrong. I have played the tutorial four times so far. From start to finish and
it will not let me actually play the game. I'm glad I didn't spend my own money on this game but I hope Steam will refund me.
At one point you have to chase an adult that is a 'ninja' with a yellow fish. It is an adult with a purple track suit and flip flops
running around with their arms in an awkward position. 0/10 would not play again.. One of the clicker with the lowest content...
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It is even visible that the Developpers had no idea on what to do.. Want to play pinball and you are also fan of Worms? This
game is for you then. :). This game came in a bundle for me. Typically games I'm not interested in at all, like date (aka ♥♥♥♥)
simulators, I shovel off to other people, but this one stood out to me due to the whole homicidal maniac thing, so I went ahead
and kept it.

Played through it a couple times and I have to say, it's actually pretty entertaining. The characters are all pretty typical tropes,
but that's okay. In this case, it works. You can play through the game trying to bed virtually every woman who shows up in the
game, or you can go through it without any of the sex. I honestly found that playing it like a thriller was the most entertaining: a
love interest with one of the characters but otherwise focused on solving the case.

Regardless of how you play it, I think it's pretty enjoyable. It's regularly $5, but goes on sale (like it is at the time of this review)
to $1. I'd say it's worth it. It's a little different from your typical domestic affair date simulator.
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